Three steps to SHE's
Capture of two nuclei in the attractive potential pocket.
σ ER = σ capt ⋅ P CN ⋅ P surv Survival probability against fission from the compact shape.
Probability of forming a compact compound nucleus.
For optimization of ER formation the challenge is to understand which parameters influence σ capt and P CN
Our goal
• studying the mass asymmetry dependence of the fusion hindrance and the onset of the QF mechanism
• searching for shell effects on heavy-elements fusion-fission
• studying the influence of nuclear deformation/orientation on FF/QF competition Our observables:
• ER cross sections
• FF Mass-Energy and angular distributions Desired:
• n and γ multiplicities A.C. Berriman et al., Nature 413 (2001) 144 "Unexpected inhibition of fusion in nucleus-nucleus collisions"
Division by πD 2 gives the reduced cross section σ red .
At beam energies sufficiently high above the Coulomb barrier T l ≈ 1 for all l which lead to ERs:
Thus at the same E* different reactions leading to the same CN should give the same σ red , as long as no system-dependent fusion suppression exists.
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FF Mass-Energy distributions: 12 C+ 204 Pb → 216 Ra* The relative yield of the asymmetric component increases with the decreasing E* A. Yu. Chizhov et al., Phys. Rev. C 67 (2003) Fission fragments coming from equilibrated nuclei are symmetrically distributed around 90 degrees.
The angular distribution of mass-asymmetric FF presents a large anisotropy.
This anisotropy is evidence of the onset of the quasi-fission mechanism (B.B. Back et al., PRC 32 (1985) Trotta et al., Prog. Theor. Phys. Suppl. 154 (2004) [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] 
Entrance channel influence on fission dynamics
Potential energy surface as a function of the entrance channel mass-asymmetry, and of 216 Ra elongation and deformation M.G. Itkis et al., Nucl.Phys. A734, 136 (2004); I.Pokrovsky et al., Phys. Atom. Nucl. 66, 1198 (2003 Capture cross sections and CC calculations : 202 Pb* A good description of the capture cross sections is obtained in the Coupled-Channels approach for both reactions
Barrier distribution (BD): 48 Ca+ 154 Sm
Since systems with a wide BD result in large sub-barrier cross sections, it might be expected that reactions with nuclei which result in a wide BD will be ideal for forming heavy nuclei.
This deduction changes when the effect of entrance channel dynamics in the evolution to the compact configuration is considered.
Heavy projectiles on deformed targets lead to wide BD (Coupling strenght ∝βZ P Z T )
A. M Stefanini, M. Trotta et al., Eur. Phys. J. A23, 473 (2005) Cross sections QF competes with complete fusion at high energies even at the low angular momenta leading to ER survival
Conclusions
• Mass asymmetry: more symmetric systems lead to a large fusion hindrance also in a relatively light CN such as 202 Pb* for high E* even at the low angular momenta populating ERs
• Shell effects: seem to play a role in the onset of QF
• Target deformation: deformed targets lead to wide barrier distributions, but the target deformation favours the onset of QF
